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ACTIVITY 20

Complete the crossword puzzle using the words  and clues on the 
following page.

Across

resigned | antique | frenetic  | parasite  |  arsenic | recognition | multiplicity| minimalistic 
league | companion | dialogue | triceratops | applaud | athlete | hullabaloo  |  immobilise | convince
sequence | competition | description

Down
1. Accepting that something you do not like will happen
2. Lacking decoration or adornment
4.  Words that tell what a person or thing is like or

what happened 
5. A discussion between people who have 

different opinions
6. A brittle steel-grey semimetal
7. A person who is good at sports
8.  A game or test that people try to win
10. Prevent something or someone from moving or

operating as normal
12. A particular order in which related things follow

each other
13. Fast and energetic in a rather wild and uncontrolled 

way
16. A group of teams playing a sport who

take part in competitions between each other
17. An old thing that is worth a lot of money

3. Show approval or praise By clapping hands
9. A large quadruped herbivore dinosaur
11. An organism which lives in or on

another organism
14. A large number or wide range of 

something
15. A person or animal who travels with you

or spends time with you
18. Knowing what something is or who

somebody is when you see it or them
19. To persuade
20. A loud noise made by people who are

angry or annoyed
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Find the hidden spelling words and circle them. They are written 
from left to right and top to bottom. Write each word you find in 
their box at the bottom of the page

ACTIVITY 20 
Find the hidden spelling words and circle them. They are written from left to right and top 
to bottom. Write each word you find in their box at the bottom of the page. 
 

 
 

gestation 
 

skirmish  compressor   unappetising 

obtuse   
 

occasionally  agreement  ransack 

appetiser 
 

combatant horizontal procedure  

version  
 

constipation prejudice lineage 

lourie  
 

approximately  necessity  obstacle  

gestation skirmish compressor unappetising

obtuse occasionally agreement ransack

appetiser combatant horizontal procedure

version constipation prejudice lineage

lourie approximately necessity obstacle
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